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the royalist cause. Since Charles never obtained an adequate
and regular supply of money, he never commanded a well-
disciplined army. He had to rely upon private contributions
and voluntary or forced requisitions, and the result was that,
on the death or retirement of prominent supporters, the regiments
they had raised melted away. Only at the beginning of the
struggle was the royal treasury fairly full, thanks to the plate of
the universities of Oxford and Cambridge and the generosity of
wealthy individuals such as Worcester1 and Newcastle.2
The parliamentarians had no difficulty in raising an army
which, on paper, was adequate. It is true that the train-bands,
for the most part, proved as useless to parliament as to the king.
A parliamentarian complains that they were 'effeminate in
courage and uncapable of discipline';3 and two years after the
war had started Waller branded the militia of the puritan coun-
ties of Essex and Hertfordshire as 'only fit for the gallows here
and a hell hereafter5.4 The London militia was an exception
to the general worthlessness of the train-bands. Their presence
on Turnham Green prevented Charles from attacking London
in November 1642; their aid made »possible the relief of Glou-
cester in 1643; and their stand at Newbury saved the day for
Essex. In spite of this excellent record, however, they were not
dependable for permanent service in the field. As Waller says,
they soon came cto their old song of "Home! Home!'"5
Parliament, therefore, followed the same procedure as the
king and issued commissions to its prominent supporters to raise
troops of horse or companies of foot. There is the difference to
be noted, however, that, whereas Charles merely issued a com-
mission and its recipient raised the men at his own cost, parlia-
ment gave grants of money for equipment as well. The result
was that in a very short time Essex, the Commander-in-chief,
nominally commanded 5,000 horse and 25,000 foot. Actually
he had only about half that number at Edgehill, the first battle
in the civil war, in consequence partly of faulty disposition and
1 Henry Somerset, fifth earl and first marquis of Worcester. He is said to have
spent £"700,000 or £800,000 in the royal cause. (Eliot War bur ton, Memoirs of Prince
Rupert, ni [1849], 517.)
z William Cavendish, successively created earl (1628), marquis (1643), and duke
(1665) of Newcastle. His losses due to the civil war are said to have been £930,000.
(See his wife's Life of William Cavendish, ed. C. H. Firth [n.d.], p. 79.)
3	Bibliotheca Gloucestrensis (1823), p. 10.
4	C. H. Firth, CromwelFs Army (1921), p. 17.
5	Gardiner, Civil War, ii (1911), 5.
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